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We were all learning and doing our best: Investigating how Enabling educators promoted student belonging in a time of significant complexity and unpredictability

Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic impacted education provision worldwide. In Australia, the government took a proactive stance to reduce the impact of the pandemic, temporarily banning higher education students from attending university campuses. With a lockdown in place, educational institutions required a rapid shift in approaches to teaching and learning by both educators and students. Educators throughout Australia were asked to work from home and quickly transition their face-to-face (synchronous) classes into bichronous, fully online offerings. This paper reports on the experiences of 25 educators in an enabling course in a regional Australian university who were required to make this shift. These educators not only had to navigate this complex time personally, but they also had to work in their professional role with the additional responsibility of ensuring a particularly vulnerable cohort of non-traditional students felt a sense of belonging within this new educational space. Results showed that while the educators encountered a number of challenges in their transition, they also found ways to promote student belonging in the new teaching and learning environment. With a Pedagogy of Care being central to the educators’ practice, they developed strategies to create a sense of emotional engagement among students to help them feel genuinely cared for. Additionally, they were able to construct a ‘we mentality’ discourse to establish a sense of shared understanding with students around the situation they were in. This study shows that enabling educators are capable of responding creatively to a complex and unpredictable environment, finding ways to replicate their proven pedagogies of care in unfamiliar contexts and thus foster a crucial sense of belonging among enabling students. The implications of a discussion about ‘care’ and ‘belonging’ within the field of enabling education are critical at the intra-pandemic and post-pandemic times, when traditional teaching methodologies are in flux.

Practitioner Notes
1. Educators faced a range of personal and professional challenges during the COVID-19 lockdown with the shift to bichronous online education. Despite the differences between face-to-face and online classroom methods of socialisation, educators found ways to promote belonging in the online classroom.
2. Using the Pedagogy of Care framework, the notion of a caring pedagogy was evident in the educator’s praxis and is instrumental in cultivating a sense of belonging within the higher education space.
3. Care as recognition – Student’s need to be ‘seen’ as individuals with unique characteristics. Through educators sharing vicarious experiences (which may require educator vulnerability), it helps the students to identify with the lecturer and build trust in them. In an online environment, it is important to use their name and ask how they are going so they feel recognised amidst the sea of faces as it cultivates social identity.
4. Care as dialogic relationality – Through collegial conversations and allowing students to freely converse, educators build relationships between themselves and their students. This cultivates a ‘we’ mentality which implies acceptance and underpins a sense of safety, trust, and further emotional risk-taking.
5. Care as affective and embodied praxis – This is cultivated through emotional engagement
by way of empathy, warmth, respect and fairness which promotes trust and cohesiveness within the classroom environment. Through promoting a sense of emotional safety, the classroom is a supportive space where students feel at ease to take risks with revealing aspects of self.
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Abstract
The COVID-19 pandemic impacted education provision worldwide. In Australia, the government took a proactive stance to reduce the impact of the pandemic, temporarily banning higher education students from attending university campuses. With a lockdown in place, educational institutions required a rapid shift in approaches to teaching and learning by both educators and students. Educators throughout Australia were asked to work from home and quickly transition their face-to-face (synchronous) classes into bichronous, fully online offerings. This paper reports on the experiences of 25 educators in an enabling course in a regional Australian university who were required to make this shift. These educators not only had to navigate this complex time personally, but they also had to work in their professional role with the additional responsibility of ensuring a particularly vulnerable cohort of non-traditional students felt a sense of belonging within this new educational space. Results showed that while the educators encountered a number of challenges in their transition, they also found ways to promote student belonging in the new teaching and learning environment. With a Pedagogy of Care being central to the educators’ practice, they developed strategies to create a sense of emotional engagement among students to help them feel genuinely cared for. Additionally, they were able to construct a ‘we mentality’ discourse to establish a sense of shared understanding with students around the situation they were in. This study shows that enabling educators are capable of responding creatively to a complex and unpredictable environment, finding ways to replicate their proven pedagogies of care in unfamiliar contexts and thus foster a crucial sense of belonging among enabling students. The implications of a discussion about ‘care’ and ‘belonging’ within the field of enabling education are critical at the intra-pandemic and post-pandemic times, when traditional teaching methodologies are in flux.

Introduction
In response to Australia’s widening participation agenda (see Bradley et al., 2008; Hodges et al., 2013), enabling courses are fundamental in promoting student belonging within the higher education (HE) sector. Students who enter university via an enabling pathway often present with lower levels of academic capital and may require not only guidance in becoming proficient with their academic skills, but also support and encouragement as they develop their self-efficacy (James, 2016). Within the disorienting context of the COVID-19 pandemic and the
transition to Emergency Remote Teaching (ERT), enabling students experienced a heightened state of uncertainty (James et al., 2021). Lecturers in the enabling sector were on the front lines, not only teaching curriculum and helping their students feel a sense of belonging in the new educational space, but also navigating this complex time personally. This qualitative project examines the experiences of lecturers in the Skills for Tertiary Education Preparatory Studies (STEPS) course at a regional Australian university to understand their experience of this transition and the practices they used to promote student belonging within this vulnerable cohort. In the context of HE, literature refers to both educator and/or lecturer; therefore, these terms are used interchangeably in this paper.

**Contextualisation**

**Challenges to online education during COVID-19**

The COVID-19 pandemic impacted education provision in Australia when the Australian Government sought to reduce the spread of the virus by temporarily banning higher education students from attending university campuses. With a lockdown in place, educational institutions required a rapid shift in approaches to teaching and learning by both educators and students (Carrillo & Flores, 2020). HE students who expected to study on-campus in a face-to-face (FTF) or blended mode (FTF and online) were suddenly required to ensure space and resources were adequate for study at home (James et al., 2021). The unexpected experience of isolation from peers and the unknown quotient of studying from home tested resilience and mental health, with evidence reflecting that any existing feelings of isolation and loneliness were exacerbated by pandemic lockdowns (Rippé et al., 2021; Studente, 2021). Similarly, lecturers in all HE settings in Australia were asked to work from home and quickly transition their FTF classes (synchronous) into synchronous/asynchronous fully online delivery, referred to more succinctly by Martin, Polly, and Ritzhaupt (2020) as “bichronous” online learning (para. 5). This forced transition to online education came at a cost for HE institutes and their educators as they did not feel prepared (see Hechinger & Lorin, 2020; McMurtrie, 2020); however, some educators felt slightly more optimistic towards this ‘forced readiness’ to online education as they held a “sense of hope that their efforts would result in good online teaching” (Cutri et al., 2020, p. 539). Hodges et al. (2020) differentiate ERT from non-emergency online teaching by its temporary nature and describe it as “an alternate delivery mode due to crisis circumstances” (p. 1). In the early stages of the COVID-19 pandemic, ERT placed significant pressure on educators, and research suggests that an educator’s predisposition towards digital tools can influence the use and the perceived value of digital platforms as a pedagogical tool (Carrillo & Flores, 2020). Another factor that affected most educators in the Australian HE sector was their transition to working from home and contending with family members also being in isolation within the same home environment. Many educators not only had to continue with their educational roles but had to support their family and their students within the context of their homes.

**Enabling Context**

Enabling courses are provided by many universities in Australia as a pre-university pathway to a higher education degree. The Department of Industry, Innovation, Climate Change, Science, Research and Tertiary Education (2012) defines an enabling course as “a course of instruction provided to a person for the purpose of enabling the person to undertake a course leading to a higher education award” (p. 26). Enabling courses, also known as access, preparatory, pre-tertiary and bridging courses, prepare students to gain entry to an undergraduate course by equipping them with general academic skills such as academic writing and study skills, as well as discipline-based
knowledge, including mathematics and sciences. The STEPS enabling course is offered at an Australian regional university and it was designed to offer an opportunity for students from non-traditional backgrounds to gain the required academic skills to transition into HE (Doyle, 2006; Hodges et al., 2013) and to foster a sense of belonging among learners who may find the university environment alien (Doyle, 2006; Willans, 2019). Upon completion of the course, students are able to gain direct entry into their undergraduate degree of choice. The role of STEPS in creating a foundation for motivation and developing autonomous study habits is critical, as it may determine the students’ willingness to commit to engaging more fully in undergraduate study.

**Literature Review**

**Emergency Remote Teaching (ERT)**

The STEPS course traditionally offers students a choice of either fully online (asynchronous), FTF (synchronous) education or a combination of both. However, with the shift to ERT, those students who had chosen FTF education were moved into a fully online mode, with a series of adjustments made to approximate some aspects of FTF learning. The pandemic-induced transition to ERT resulted in dramatic shifts in communication and pedagogical styles for FTF educators, causing them to quickly re-develop their synchronous, FTF resources to better suit a bichronous online environment (Carrillo & Flores, 2020). However, many students and educators experienced challenges, which included: technological issues, such as unreliability of internet access; pedagogical barriers, such as inadequate digital skills of educators and students; and social challenges, such as a lack of human interaction (Ferri et al., 2020). Although synchronous activities were found by Peterson et al. (2018) to positively contribute to a student’s sense of belonging, educators had no choice but to develop resources and present on a bichronous online platform. Roseth et al. (2011) suggest that although synchrony may not influence students’ motivation or academic completion rates, it does develop positive affect and enhanced cognitive processes as well as constructively impact a student’s sense of cooperation, connectedness with peers, and academic achievement. Cormier (2008) presents the rhizomatic model as a way of knowledge being negotiated and “the learning experience as a social as well as a personal knowledge creation process with mutable goals and constantly negotiated premises” (p. 1). In a rhizomatic model of learning, a community of educators and learners can co-construct knowledge as a collaborative effort. Through ERT, educators not only had to develop resources to engage their students’ learning but use the digital platforms to construct and negotiate learning with those engaged in the learning process. Having a rhizomatic approach to learning allows shaping and constructing of knowledge and responds to changing environmental conditions (Cormier, 2008). Ultimately, educators were responsible for ensuring that the students under their tutelage felt a sense of connectedness within the new bichronous online environment and felt comfortable with the co-construction of knowledge through an online platform.

**Belonging**

Enabling students often begin their studies feeling a sense of not belonging at university. They often present with lower self-confidence in their ability with limited academic and cultural capital, as well as a sense of low self-efficacy. This impacts on their sense of belonging within this unfamiliar space of education (James, 2016). However, many enabling students who have been away from the educational sector for years, or had past negative learning experiences, may feel a sense of fraud or “imposter syndrome” (Dalla-Camina, 2018) as they enter this new environment. Pedler et al., (2022) recognise that belonging is a fundamental psychological need which not only refers to building and maintaining relationships, but it also assists with academic motivation. For enabling
students, their cultural capital and habitus creates a barrier to them being able to ‘play the game’ of HE further reinforcing the notion that university may not be for them (Webb et al., 2002). Enabling courses recognise this and teach the students the rules of the game so they can better identify with this educational context. Many enabling students are victims of a society that empowers those who have the cultural capacity to enter university from traditional academic backgrounds. Thomas (2015) points out that the diversity inherent in enabling student cohorts acts as a barrier of sorts to creating a sense of belonging. Additionally, societal norms become a gatekeeper that determines who can or cannot enter this domain (Thomas, 2015). Research (see Gillen-O’Neel, 2021; Pedler et al., 2022) suggests that educators play an essential role in ensuring students feel a sense of belonging at university, particularly in enabling courses where students often require emotional support to build the confidence, capacity and capital to be able to navigate their way through the new norms of the HE sector. Enabling educators consequently play a pivotal role in developing their students’ sense of belonging as they recognise that fitting in and belonging is important to a person’s psychosocial health (Seary & Willans, 2020). Educators, especially in enabling courses, are the conduit to help students to feel this sense of belonging. However, educators have a structurally determined relationship of power that is born from institutionalised cultural capital (Thomas, 2002). Even within enabling courses, educators can be perceived as holding a power differential to that of the student. However, as Motta and Bennett (2018) suggest, enabling educators often present with a heightened sense of ideals and values to support those who are underrepresented within society. Therefore, the driver for this research paper was an exploration into the ways educators utilise pedagogies to help students develop a sense of belonging to their new academic environment.

**Pedagogy of Care**

Couched within the model of support provided by enabling educators, Motta and Bennett’s (2018) Pedagogy of Care underpins this study as the theoretical framework. A Pedagogy of Care relates to the ethos of care that underlies the philosophies, procedures, and pedagogical practices of many enabling courses (Seary & Willans, 2020), and it is an emergent framework which assists in examining belonging within the enabling sector. Pedagogy of Care is proposed by Motta and Bennett (2018) to starkly contrast with what they describe as careless, stoic, and dissociative, masculinised pedagogy often experienced in higher education. They argue that the more dominant ‘care-less’ pedagogies create an atmosphere of shame and competition for students; whereas, in enabling education, an approach that encourages co-creation of knowledge and an atmosphere where students feel a sense of openness improves the student's capacity to learn (Motta & Bennett, 2018). Therefore, this study considers the three key themes presented in this pedagogical framework of care: care as recognition, care as dialogic relationality, and care as affective and embodied praxis in order to examine how the STEPS lecturers created a sense of belonging during the early stages of ERT in response to the educational changes brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic.

**Care as Recognition**

Fostering care as recognition embraces pedagogical practices that acknowledge the whole, unique student considering the complexity of individual creativity and life experiences (Motta & Bennett, 2018). It is a form of pedagogy, typical of enabling education, which also acknowledges the diverse range of learners’ strengths and possibilities (Seary & Willans, 2020; Willans, 2019). In contrast to deficit discourses, which have typically been internalised by enabling students, pedagogical care as recognition nurtures transformation in students through the
educator (Motta & Bennett, 2018). It supports a shift in the personal narrative of the individual, from stories of disbelief in ability and/or lack of confidence in capacity to undertake study, to a belief in personal agency, the right to have a voice, and in personal potential (Motta & Bennett, 2018; Willans, 2019). This re-narrativisation process allows students to self-reflect and challenge existing conceptions of roles, relationships and responsibilities, providing insights into unimagined possibilities (Motta & Bennett, 2018) and thus, transformation (Willans, 2019). Therefore, this embedded care approach to education demystifies teaching and learning as previously experienced by many enabling students, leading to a power shift as students recognise their own worth, value and capabilities (Assmann, 2013, as cited in Motta & Bennett, 2018).

**Care as ‘Dialogic Relationality’**

Dialogic practices have long been embraced as a fundamental educational skillset with the capacity to help people emerge from difficult pasts (Gill & Niens, 2014) due to the instrumental role of dialogue in learning and knowing, as opposed to dialogue as conversation (Freire & Macedo, 1995). Embracing dialogic practices has been known to underpin social cohesion (Tawil & Harley, 2004), promote active citizenship (Quaynor, 2012), offer peacebuilding and stability (Filipov, 2006), and challenge inequalities (Akar, 2016). Enabling teaching practices typically revolve around “relating and relationality” (Motta & Bennett, 2018, p. 639). The encompassing nature of enabling education underpins the complex notion of combining care, building relationships and teaching academic skills. Teacher-initiated intimacy (Motta & Bennett, 2018) and vulnerability (Mehrotra, 2021) are central to establishing a dialogic community of care, where all participants co-create meaning in a socially cohesive community. Within the enabling context, an educator’s approach to knowledge construction, and their willingness to share intellectual control through co-creation of knowledge can influence dialogic pedagogies, engagement, and transformation (Akar, 2016; Quaynor, 2012). Habermas (1998) professes that the attainment of understanding is reflected by “reciprocal comprehension, shared knowledge, mutual trust and accord” (p.23), leading to social order and integrity, resulting from discourse and communicative action.

**Care as Affective and Embodied Praxis**

Positive relationships and interaction with others in an educational institution engender a sense of belonging in students and facilitate connectedness with the education sector (Booker, 2004; Pedler, et al., 2022; van Gijn-Grosvenor et al. 2020). MacGill (2016) argues that care is essential to the reciprocity between educators and their students, in-turn promoting trust; whilst Willans (2010) highlights the complexity of support and its importance to the development of students’ sense of belonging. However, MacGill (2016) cautions that in a diverse cultural and social context, the well-meaning but non-inclusive outpouring of care may instigate resistance rather than reciprocity towards the educator. Willans (2010) emphasises the importance of learning spaces where empathetic teachers go above and beyond to create a sense of welcome and inclusion for students, with a focus on cultivating a sense that students are supposed to be there and that they belong. As highlighted by James (2021), this combats fears held by many enabling students that they are imposters and unlikely to succeed in such a foreign, academic world. Ulmanen et al., (2016) suggest that emotional engagement is a constituent of care as an affective approach which promotes trust in the educational system and instils a sense of belonging for the students.

**Methodology**

Utilising the theoretical framework of Pedagogy of Care to analyse the experiences of enabling educators during the early stages of the pandemic, this study offers a unique perspective on the tools and approaches used by
enabling educators to help non-traditional students develop a sense of belonging in the context of ERT. This study maps the self-reported experiences of enabling educators against Motta and Bennett’s (2018) three characteristics of the Pedagogy of Care – care as recognition, care as dialogic relationality, and care as affective and embodied praxis – to assess the degree to which this pedagogical approach was inadvertently used by the study participants, and the effectiveness of promoting belonging within the enabling context.

**Methods**

This study employs the voice of the educator to investigate the experience of transitioning from synchronous FTF teaching to emergency bichronous online education. Through a qualitative online survey, STEPS educators were asked to share their experiences, both positive and negative, about their personal experience transitioning to online teaching and how they endeavoured to help their students feel supported and engaged in this new learning context. The survey was sent at the end of Term 1, 2020, to all lecturers who had taught or supported students during the term. The survey consisted of open-ended questions about the adjustments to working from home; the aspects of online teaching that challenged them or had positive repercussions; the ways they coped personally through this time; and the strategies they employed to engage their students. In addition, quantitative enrolment data was also collated to investigate whether COVID-19 impacted student attrition. Data was collected from enrolment records from Term 1, 2018; Term 1, 2019; and Term 1, 2020 in order to compare similar time periods from each year. To replicate conditions of attrition as closely as possible, failure rates were investigated across the three terms. This secondary data was presented in this paper in order to investigate if there were differences in attrition due to the COVID-19 pandemic and to present a baseline for the educator’s support role.

**Participants**

Lecturing staff, who were teaching in Term 1, 2020, were invited to participate in this study and complete an online survey via Qualtrics. The lecturers taught across a range of different units of study including math, study skills, academic writing and science. Out of 32 staff emailed, 25 completed the survey, and of those, 5 were male, whilst 20 were female. The age demographics of the respondents show that fifteen were between 41 and 55 years, seven were 56 years or older while three were between the ages of 26 and 40. Nineteen of the respondents had lecturer roles whilst six were undertaking unit coordination roles. Before the lockdown, the staff were scheduled to teach across both online (asynchronous) and on-campus (synchronous) modes in Term 1. For those undertaking the asynchronous role, their teaching included online communication and some online workshops. Staff who were in synchronous roles had to transition to a bichronous online class which included student communication, facilitating lectures and tutorials and, for most, the addition of marking. Only six respondents had been scheduled to have no online commitment over the term.

**Data Analysis**

Thematic analysis was used on the qualitative responses from the survey to identify repeated patterns or themes within the dataset (Braun & Clarke, 2006). This analytic framework allowed for the establishment of initial codes, then the identification of themes evident with the data. Three key themes emerged, and each contained sub-themes. The first theme established the challenges the lecturers faced during transition with the sub-themes relating to the adaptation to online technology, and the challenges of recreating the dynamics of an internal, FTF classroom environment in a bichronous online context. The next theme considered the positive aspects of the transition, and
the sub-themes identified value in student connectedness, and the convenience of teaching from home. The final key theme focussed on effective strategies for engagement. Within this theme, the sub-themes identified the effective use of online features, proactive communication, and intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. Each of these themes is expanded on in the findings and the discussion establishes links between the findings and the pedagogy of care framework.

Limitations

Whilst the initial focus of this study was on the personal experiences of both students and lecturers during the transition to online education, it was recognised by the research team that there was more complexity to the lecturer’s experience. The lecturers not only had to care for their own well-being and that of their families through the early stages of COVID-19, but they had the responsibility of supporting their enabling students through this transition as well. Initially the study was going to combine the responses of the surveys from both the students and lecturers. However, the authors found that there was scope to present the findings separately with the possibility of following up with an impact analysis. The student focused paper was published in 2021 (see James et al., 2021) and the data from the lecturers’ surveys is presented in this paper.

The scope of this study means that the findings cannot be generalised to other HE cohorts. The survey was targeted at lecturers in an enabling program, where the needs and expectations of students may be different from those in, for example, undergraduate or postgraduate courses. Further, data generated through a qualitative survey of 25 respondents is not representative of opinions and experiences of other lecturers at the same institution. Despite these limitations, lecturers teaching enabling courses with similar characteristics to the one in this study may find value in the findings.

Findings

Lecturer’s commitments

In the survey, lecturers were asked what their main commitments were during the transition from work to teaching from home. They reported family, work, home schooling, carer responsibility and their own studies as commitments requiring their attention during this period. When comparing the number of people in the lecturer’s households to the commitments they had, the households that had 1 or 2 people listed cited work as their main commitment. In households of 3 to 4 people, the biggest commitments were home-schooling, work and carer responsibilities. Similarly, in households of 5 to 6 people, the main commitments appeared to be home schooling, work and family (see Figure 1). Cross tabulation of lecturer’s commitments against gender revealed that work was the main commitment for male staff, whilst females were juggling work, home schooling and family (see Figure 2).

Figure 1
Relationship between household size and biggest commitments

Note. N=23 responses to question on household size.

Figure 2

Gender and commitments

Note. Twenty-five surveys were completed, with n=5 males and n=20 females. No individuals chose an alternative gender identity.

Student Completion

There was an expectation that COVID-19 may have contributed to higher attrition due to the challenges faced by students and the abrupt shift to ERT. However, data collected from the enrolment records indicate that attrition rates were lower in 2020 compared to both 2018 and 2019 data (see Figure 3). The attrition rates include students who withdrew post census, those who did not fully complete the units (also known as ‘Absent Fail’), and those
who failed to meet the required learning outcomes. The only variable is in the withdrawn status in Figure 3 which increased in Term 1, 2020. This was due to a higher number of ‘Withdrawal without academic penalty’ (WWAP) cases which could be attributed to the university being more lenient on students who withdrew due to the increased stress around the pandemic. With over 1500 students enrolled in Term 1, 2020, success rates continued to be consistent across the terms and one suggested explanation is that STEPS already had a robust asynchronous online education system. Potentially, the capacity of lecturers to engage and support, even through a disruptive time such as COVID-19, may also have contributed to student retention.

Figure 3

*Success and Fail Rates in STEPS Units for Term 1 of 2018, 2019, and 2020.*

**Challenges During Transition**

The survey asked lecturers what they found to be the hardest aspects of transitioning from a FTF to a bichronous online class. The two main themes that emerged were (a) adapting to online technology, and (b) maintaining the dynamics of an internal class environment.

Initially, the adaptation to an asynchronous online platform raised concerns for many lecturers as they had to rely on their home internet connection to teach their classes using the learning management systems available through the university. The greatest concern raised was “obtaining technical support when needed”. This included using Zoom video-conferencing, setting up monitors at home, WiFi issues and using Cisco Jabber telecommunications software. In addition, lecturers identified that with “the increase in Zoom use in the first week, this often resulted in Zoom crashing or students being unable to join the class. However, this did improve as the term progressed.” Some lecturers found that “the Zoom rooms and linking in Moodle was [sic] very chaotic to start with as we learnt what worked best.” The lecturers who were transitioning their FTF classes to the online platform found that they needed to dedicate additional time to redeveloping their synchronous internal resources to suit a bichronous online platform. As one lecturer recounted, “the hardest part of the transition was having to redesign the teaching resources to run the face-to-face tutorials online. I had to look at ways to best keep them [students] engaged the whole time.” Some lecturers who had limited experience with teaching online raised concerns about having to transition with very little educational or technological support. These lecturers highlighted the need for more
professional development to better utilise the online platforms. As one acknowledged, “learning how to Zoom and teach without any instruction and practice was daunting.” Some found the transition arduous because “the social aspect of work diminished. With Zoom dominating interactions, adjusting to this way of teaching was exhausting. Everyone wanted to create social spaces in Zoom and it was overwhelming.” In addition, lecturers missed the social connections that they had whilst working on the campus.

“I noticed that our team only connected if we needed to talk about work. Our schedules were so non-aligned that for most of Term 1, we didn't get together. I miss the conversations in passing where you can quickly catch up with someone or check in. The little collaborations and side projects, the creative problem solving and project dreaming just doesn't happen.”

Another challenge that lecturers mentioned was the distraction that occurred with ERT due to family members being isolated at home as well. Several lecturers found it challenging that family members were studying whilst they were working. One revealed that she had to juggle both home schooling and a heavy workload and she found that “the days were very long!” Other lecturers supported this notion and reported that “it was very hard trying to work from home with family all trying to study. They needed my attention and that caused me to feel very stressed during the term.” Lecturers were in the same situation as the students they were teaching, as they were all in home isolation, but the lecturers had to maintain a professional demeanour and present highly engaging lessons.

The next theme highlighted the challenge lecturers had with keeping the students engaged through the online platforms. One observed that “keeping students engaged and interested during the tutorials was hard in itself.” Firstly, some lecturers revealed that a portion of the class would turn their video off which they found quite disconcerting as they taught to black screens. “I tried to encourage them to use their videos, but some had bandwidth issues and could not.” Another lecturer shared, “The days were very long! The internal 'Zoom' classes took a while to get used to, particularly coaxing some students to turn on their cameras and dealing with occasional internet lapses.”

In addition, student interactivity was reduced whilst they were getting used to this new style of learning. However, as one educator pointed out, “while there were issues with students not talking and turning their screens off and leaving the Zoom, this was alleviated somewhat with the games I created as they had to engage when they answered the questions, or it would be obvious that they had left the Zoom”. This strategy highlights the importance of strong pedagogical approaches to support online teaching. Some lecturers noted that they found it hard to see how far the students had progressed with the work that was set. For instance, a mathematics (maths) lecturer disclosed, “[not] being able to see their work in person was especially hard. In maths, I usually walk around and look at their work - which they are reluctant to show me at the best of times, and definitely would not share with me or the class online.” Additionally, “technology would have made it difficult for them to share, as the maths work is done in a notebook, not a computer document.” One lecturer noted that “the fact that students expected or signed up for on-campus classes was another factor to consider, so meeting their expectations of direct teaching and support was a worry.”

**Positive Aspects of Transition**

Lecturers were asked if they experienced any positive aspects to the online experience and two themes emerged from the data: student connectedness, and the convenience of teaching from home. Even though lecturers had concerns about their ability to engage students in a bichronous online setting, they found it satisfying to see the
students thrive in this new environment. As one lecturer shared, “[the positive aspect] was interacting with students and hearing their success stories plus seeing students who were worried about Zoom actually thriving.” Another lecturer enjoyed watching the students embrace this new way of learning. “I enjoyed experimenting with the different features in Zoom. I also enjoyed the way my students embraced the technology and would always jump in and have a go.” From a more personal perspective, one lecturer felt a sense of professional satisfaction in the way he/she rose to the challenge. “I was proud of myself for confidently using Zoom to the best of my ability. From my students’ perspective, I was proud of those who stuck it out each week and encouraged each other.”

Once lecturers got through that initial phase of transitioning to their home environment, they found it very convenient. Some lecturers enjoyed “the comfort of working from home”, with one saying, “I was far more comfortable in my home office due to the extremely cold air-conditioning in campus classrooms and office spaces.” Another appreciated the more casual nature and work/life balance that it afforded them: “I love working from home. While my dress code has become more casual, I am still motivated and engaged and enjoy going to work. I have better work/life balance.”

Flexibility was mentioned several times, with lecturers reflecting, “it was good working from home with a little more flexibility over my time”, whilst another felt that “the flexibility and being able to work from home was probably the best bit.” Even though lecturers still had distractions in their home environment, one emphasised, “I have a strong commitment to the work and the students, and so it was fairly easy to keep to task”, whilst another found it easier to stay focused due to “not having to negotiate around noise in an open plan office; not being interrupted and far fewer distractions.” Travel time was another factor raised as lecturers could spend more time at home prior to logging on to work; as one lecturer noted, “It was great to work at home and not have about an hour’s worth of travel time per day.”

**Effective Strategies for Engagement**

In order to provide an engaging learning experience for the students, lecturers not only had to adapt their teaching resources but also apply strategies to ensure students would feel supported through this time. Lecturers were asked to share what they found to be the most beneficial strategies they utilised. The key themes that emerged included (a) Effective use of online features, (b) Proactive communication, and (c) Intrinsic and extrinsic motivation.

Once lecturers began to gain confidence with the online platforms, they found that using the various features on offer through Zoom and other platforms such as Moodle, allowed them to better engage the students in class. Zoom was the main video conferencing tool used and lecturers appreciated how the functions helped them to better support their student cohort. One lecturer considered that “the chat function in Zoom was one of the best strategies. I also had students do group activities using the breakout rooms and I found this very effective…” Another shared “The chat was good as students could ask me questions directly without the class knowing. I tried to keep it friendly, and always had my video on to encourage them to do so.” Another participant appreciated the value of polls, as they were able to “engage the students and deepen their knowledge through a better appreciation of the content being taught.”

One lecturer delved deeply into the features of Zoom and found that it “afforded the students the opportunity to be social through the use of break-out rooms, polls, show of hands and answers in the chat.” They also found that
“mini projects where each person had a role” worked well and “changing group composition” enabled them to interact more broadly with other classmates. Another lecturer “used students to facilitate discussions and used them to monitor the chat rooms to watch for questions, greet newcomers, and message late joiners”. Maths had the potential to be quite difficult to teach in an online environment, but a lecturer reported, “Using PDF Annotator was essential. There is no way to teach maths other than handwriting it. Also sharing documents [and resources], such as videos, helped in the teaching.”

Effective communication with the students allowed for more personal interactions and afforded a deeper level of connectedness between lecturer and student. Lecturers expressed how they aimed to “engage on a personal level. Always checking in at the start of each lesson and asking each of them how they were going and feeling on that day.” Some used “focused strategies to personalise the experience and maintain student engagement by checking in with the students about what is useful, engaging and otherwise: “I changed the lessons or teaching approach on the basis of their feedback.” Many lecturers commented that they made “sure to connect with all the students, ask about them and how there were going with the unit.” This individualised support was evident in many comments such as “making a point of using each student’s name during the class and checking in on them all on an individual basis, whether out loud or via the chat.” Another shared that “I also think it was important to be honest with the students, so they understood that we were all learning and doing our best. This meant that my students were very understanding and were always happy to try something new in Zoom.”

A further aspect that emerged was that lecturers needed to empower themselves in order to be a conduit to motivate the students they were engaging with. As one lecturer reflected, “I had to continually remind myself that I was there for the students, to guide and support them during this difficult time”, which entailed “staying positive and focused on my task.” Another described the value of interacting with colleagues through this time. “I think working closely with my colleagues to determine what worked online and what didn't helped me be effective as an educator. I don't think Term 1 would have been as successful without everyone sharing their experiences.” Another also valued the support of the broader university: “I think the uni supported us very well and never made us feel guilty about working from home. I think it has built trust between the leadership and the lecturers. They now know that lecturers can work from home and still accomplish as much (or more) than being in their offices.”

**Discussion**

Seary and Willans’ (2020) research suggests that lecturers in the enabling space may use the characteristics of the Pedagogy of Care as shared by Motta and Bennett (2018) through using “care as recognition”, “care as dialogic relationality” and “care as affective and embodied praxis”. They suggest that many enabling lecturers enact such caring in their classroom environments through the way they engage with their student cohort. Our research further supports this, but we contend there was an even deeper functioning of care within each of these spheres which was due to the combined impact of COVID-19 and the transition to ERT. Initial concerns for lecturers were around the practicalities of teaching from home as they had to comprehend what it meant for them in both their personal and professional roles. However, this concern faded when the focus returned to their students and the best ways to engage them throughout this time. Our analysis showed that the three dimensions of the Pedagogy of Care were woven into the very essence of the way educators ensured students felt a sense of belonging and engagement within the online environment.
Care as Recognition

Belonging and Recognition

The notion of belonging within social identity is a crucial element to consider for enabling students. As Amaral da Fontoura (2012) states, “belonging is a very powerful tool as it deals with our inner self, to be part of something bigger than ourselves, to be accepted and loved, with our strengths and weaknesses” (p. 53). For the lecturers in this study, they felt it was imperative that they instilled a sense of belonging for students in their online spaces and this was done through empathetic recognition of the value and worth of each student in their class. This was evidenced in the way the lecturers adjusted their approach and used focused strategies to personalise the experience. Educators in enabling education recognise that the students entrusted to their care often enter with lower levels of self-confidence and diminished efficacy in their capacity to undertake study (Seary & Willans, 2020).

Thus, this discussion emphasises a focal point on the centrality of the nature of caring and recognises that lecturers, regardless of their gender, were engaged in the role of ‘care’ within the STEPS enabling context. Care, within this discussion, focusses on the social and emotional connection, foregrounding pedagogical practice and development of affective relationships. As Amaral da Fontoura (2012) found, a student’s sense of belonging is fostered in settings characterised by effective instruction, combined with meaningful content, and presented with warmth and respectful interactions between educators and students. For students, this caring attitude demonstrates the lecturer’s awareness of the students’ backgrounds and recognises that each student has the capacity to be successful with the right support.

Safety + Belonging + Mattering = Trust

At the emotional core, humans need to feel safe, and unfortunately, the COVID-19 pandemic created an influx of fear. As social beings, the enforced social isolation created a sense of loss and uncertainty that was compounded with students embarking on a new term of study. Comaford (2013) states that safety, belonging and mattering are essential characteristics required for brains to function optimally. She found that the greater the feeling of safety, the greater a feeling of connection will occur, in turn instilling a sense of belonging in the online environment. Comaford (2013) shares a simple equation: Safety + belonging + mattering = trust. The lecturers in this study were able to establish a sense of safety and trust for the students in their care through an emotional quotient. As Burke & Larmar (2021) found, “pedagogical caring is modelled to students through a personable learning environment, founded on genuine, warm interactions...where students can gain a sense of the educator’s personality” (p. 6). The lecturers utilised the Zoom online platform to create a safe space by keeping their videos on and allowing the students the choice as to whether to be seen or to hide behind the screen. Another form of recognition was through lecturers checking in on a personal level by using students’ names and personalising the session. Students were able to share concerns or highlight aspects going well, which allowed other students to feel that they were not alone in this journey.

Care as Dialogic Relationality

Emotional Engagement

Busteed’s (2015) findings emphasise the importance of emotional support during a student’s term of study. He found that “in all of the education research I’ve been involved with, transcendent outcomes are derived from an emotional engagement in learning” (para 5). Emotional support is essential to the notion of care within the online
environment. Noddings’ (2003) seminal works identified ethics of care as central to the practice of teaching and she characterises the practice of care in terms of engrossment which involves “an open, nonselective receptivity to the cared-for,” and a willingness to “really hear, see, or feel what the other tries to convey” (Rose & Adams, 2014, p. 6). Lecturers in this study used the chat function on Zoom as a medium for this kind of open, nonselective receptivity to student voices.

Additionally, the lecturers sought to foster emotional engagement between students by using break-out rooms in their teaching and designing activities to enable students to build relationships. This allowed for broader interaction and built a sense of social connectedness. Research (see Mason, 2001; Heslop, 2005) maintains that there is a positive relationship between recognition and motivation. Recent research by James et al. (2021) considered the pandemic-induced transition from FTF to online learning from the student perspective. This study found that the students valued the connections made with the lecturers and their peers: “I felt very engaged with my lecturers because as strange as it may sound, it felt very personal being connected [online] with everyone” (p. 9).

**Building Relationships**

Dialogical interaction acknowledges that an interactive community of care is based on relationships. Wentzel (1997) claims that students are more motivated to learn in an environment that they perceive is catering to their needs and is underpinned by a state of respect and care. Burke and Larmar (2021) suggest that the exercise of care in online environments poses a greater challenge than in the more traditional FTF contexts. Having lost the FTF connection that would normally instil a more personalised connection between educator and student, lecturers in this study sought to develop the student/teacher relationship through personalised strategies by using the online resources to precipitate mutual cohesiveness. This supports Walker and Greaves’ (2016) position that “caring teaching is underpinned by a relational approach to pedagogy that subsumes the privileging of trust, acceptance, diligence and individual attentiveness” (p. 65).

Care manifested itself within the collegial relationships that the educators established through collaborative strategies that demonstrated respect to the individual students. That sense of recognition that the student was important in this learning process was fundamental in developing emotional engagement between lecturer and student. James et al. (2021) found that students valued their lecturer’s availability, support, and ways to engage them. The students used words such as “supportive”, “humour”, “helpfulness” and “kindness”, reflecting their perceptions of lecturers’ strategies to demonstrate care (p. 9).

**Care as Affective and Embodied Praxis**

**Transparency and Vulnerability**

Transparency was another way that lecturers were able to present a unified front in assisting students to adjust to an online environment. In this study, the lecturers spoke of sharing personal anecdotes in their Zoom sessions which helped students to see that they were in similar predicaments due to COVID-19. Lecturers shared that this transparency was vital in developing a connection with the students and in helping them to recognise that they were all in the same situation and all feeling insecure, uncertain and overwhelmed after such a quick transition to online learning. However, transparency requires vulnerability. When lecturers are open about their experiences transitioning to online, they are exposing a part of themselves and may feel a sense of vulnerability as the
structurally determined relationship of power that comes with being a lecturer is undermined (Webb et al., 2002). Wong (2019) suggests that vulnerability “could be the gateway to resilience, creativity, and personal transformation” (p. 1). The students who enter enabling contexts enter with a sense of vulnerability (Brown, 2007) due to the newness of entering higher education; in addition, many share that they feel like an imposter in this new environment (James, 2021). However, through vulnerability and transparency, lecturers sought to build a shared sense of understanding and appreciation for the situation that they all found themselves in (Mehrotra, 2021).

‘We Mentality’
Belonging within this space enabled a ‘we mentality’, indicating that there is a togetherness forged in this unknown situation. A recent paper by James et al. (2021) found that students valued the support of the lecturers within an online community during the transition to ERT and felt a heightened sense of connectedness to them due to the shared experience of having to work/study from home. One student’s comment highlighted this by saying “we were all in this together” and that sentiment was further supported through another student acknowledging how teacher support gave them more confidence to endure.

The supportive, really, really, kind lecturers were a God-send – just all being “in it together” to get across the line during a challenging time probably gave my confidence a little boost by the end” (James et al., 2021, p. 92).

The students felt a bond and a sense of connectedness which this paper terms the ‘we mentality’. Moreover, lecturers reported a sense of satisfaction watching students thrive in this online environment. They felt a sense of professional satisfaction sharing this journey with the students and watching them ‘stick it out’. The concept of belonging is woven into the core of the ‘we mentality’ as it informs our sense of identity within the space of education and gives meaning to the interactions occurring between educator and student.

Digital online technologies
Digital online technologies and net based learning have improved educators’ capacity to engage learners more interactively. Evidenced in the technology-based teaching platforms used during ERT, we suggest that rhizomatic learning practices were used effectively to engage students through the online platforms (Cormier, 2008). The key for success using rhizomatic learning is the cultivation of care and connection in all interactions. Care is embodied within the interactions online and in the respectful ways that peers and lecturers communicate and discuss the content being learnt. The lecturers’ anecdotes demonstrated how they made a conscious effort to personalise the lessons and promote a safe place for students to share their thoughts. Rose and Adams (2014) found that to be technologically “available” means that lecturers are often inducing what Noddings (2003) calls the “ethical ideal” which evokes a strong desire to do what is necessary to sustain relationality. Carruthers Thomas (2018) states that:

investing meaning in space which transforms it into ‘place’ requires commitment and anticipates a return; it is an affective process closely associated with belonging, the desire for more than what is…for some sort of attachment (p. 38).

Brah (1996) argues that interactions within the field of HE have the capacity to re-inscribe belonging in this context, with the potential for re-narrativisation of identity and diverse belonging practices embraced. Despite both students and lecturers in this study having prepared for a FTF environment, followed by a rapid switch to
bichronous online learning and quick adaptations to resources and practices, lecturers were still able to employ caring pedagogies adapted for the digital space.

Conclusion

The implications for this discussion about ‘care’ within the context of an enabling course in higher education are critical, as they present the learnings from a pre-pandemic and intra-pandemic time and can be used to inform post-pandemic education. The findings from this paper demonstrate that in a time of significant complexity and unpredictability, enabling lecturers were able to develop pedagogical practices of care that promoted student belonging. It was found that lecturers ensured students were comfortable in an environment that can often feel foreign to a non-traditional cohort and helped the students to feel ‘seen’ in a bichronous online environment [care as recognition]. They were empathetic to the needs and the concerns of the student cohort and built meaningful connections with the students that supported transformational learning [care as relational]. They also ensured students felt they were in a safe space and that the rhizomatic pedagogical approaches were engaging [care as affective]. Future study could investigate if the demonstration of care in online environments is as highly prioritised in online delivery as in the intra-pandemic and the importance of care for other, traditional cohorts of students. More in-depth investigation could also consider the explicit and implicit ways that this care is demonstrated from the educators’ perspectives and how those initiatives are interpreted by students in online classes, as well as in other courses and cohorts. Care has been shown in this study to be an important component of enabling educators’ practice during challenging times. What began as a snapshot of a critical time in Australia’s history has highlighted the capacity of enabling educators to translate their complex pedagogy of care to an online context.
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